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Monetization: Picking the Path to App Profitability
Developers get their motivation to build from a passion that is equal parts creativity and
innovation, but to a certain extent, the bottom line to success is the bottom line. Those who
make money on their applications get the resources they need to fund future creative projects.
As CEO of HitFox Group Jan Beckers says, “Monetization is survival.” The best way to make
sure that happens is to map a path to monetization for each app well before it hits the market.
One of the first questions to answer is whether to put a price on the app or rely on in-app
purchases, advertising or other approaches to generate revenue. As AppMuse CEO Mark
Stetler noted last year, “The mobile app ecosystem is steadily trending to a point where the free
mobile app is the rule rather than the exception.” Developers also have to decide where to sell
their products -- exclusively in one of the top app stores, in third-party venues, in specialized
markets, or across multiple platforms.
The advantages and disadvantages of each monetization strategy vary from app to app. This
paper explores the many options to help app makers streamline the decision process.
The big decision -- App Store, Google Play or both
Realtors love to say the three most important factors in marketing a property are “location,
location, location.” Their mantra sounds a lot like the question app makers ponder every time
they imagine a new product: “Locations, locations, locations -- which ones will lure people to the
revolutionary invention I’m about to build?”
The two most important locations are Apple’s App Store and Google Play, the top marketplaces
for the iOS and Android systems. Most developers will build for one operating system or the
other because of their dominance -- 91 percent of the global smartphone market in 2012,
according to International Data Corp. -- and perhaps both.
Developers have more than 500 million reasons to consider the App Store. That’s how many
iOS devices Apple had sold as of last December, including 75 million in the fourth quarter of
2012 alone. The operating system is limited to Apple devices, but app consumers can choose
from an array of those -- multiple generations of the iPad and new iPad Mini, the iPhone, the
iPod Touch, and even Apple TV.
The App Store appeals to developers because of its size. At more than 800,000 apps as of
January, it is the largest store. The 23 categories also give users the broadest selection of apps.
They have downloaded more than 40 billion of them over the years, activity that has generated
payouts of more than $7 billion to developers.
Some developers don’t like the App Store’s “walled garden,” which requires them to get Apple’s
advance approval to market apps. But DLP Mobile CEO Zak Tanjeloff sees a money-making
advantage in that approach. “The App Store has a higher proportion of quality apps, thanks to
the approval process,” he said. “That means developers can, and have, charged more for their

apps.” He added that consumers see the App Store as “a safe community” because of its
connection to the iTunes payment process.
But developers definitely should consider the restrictive nature of the App Store when plotting
their monetization strategies. To win Apple’s endorsement, app makers have to adhere to
guidelines that cover user experience, functionality, content and the use of specific technologies.
Companies that want to give their apps away for free and instead make their money on in-app
purchases also may not make the App Store cut. Once apps are in the store, they face
additional reviews for every update.
The App Store also is the only way to download apps to iOS devices. And discoverability is a
challenge in part because Apple only promotes the most downloaded apps prominently.
Google Play is the other big monetization play developers can make to reach a massive
audience. Google CEO Larry Page said in March that more than 750 million Android devices
have been activated and another 1.35 million are added daily. That puts Google on pace to top
the 1 billion mark by late summer, and Google Play is expected to hit the 1 million mark for
available apps as early as this summer. “Reaching 1 million apps is a milestone for Google but
for Android developers, it can make discoverability difficult, if not impossible. “ says appbackr
CEO Trevor Cornwell. appbackr’s Xchange platform helps developers get featured placement
in carrier stores. appbackr’s proprietary algorithm scores all Android apps on a scale of 1.010.0. Apps with high scores receive offers from stores, including guaranteed downloads,
localization, or promotion.
Android fans can choose from a huge selection of devices -- nearly 700,000 of them in 195
countries by one count. The options include smartphones, tablet computers, e-readers,
netbooks, smart watches and car computers, among others, and the future is expected to bring
wearable computers that use Google Glass. Samsung is a big seller in the Android market, with
various models of the Galaxy phone ranking high. Other popular devices include the LG Nexus
phone, Asus Transformer tablet and Amazon Kindle Fire.
The benefits of Google Play include the $25 entrance fee to sell apps, the availability of low-cost
apps and the orderly categorization of the products.
Google executive chairman Eric Schmidt touts the “differentiation” of devices that use Google
Play as a positive, but developers don’t necessarily agree. Critics prefer the term “fragmentation”
and say the almost-daily introduction of new devices increases the time and costs of app
development because they have to test their products on hundreds of devices.
Robi Ganguly, CEO of Apptentive, adds, “Every week we hear from another customer about the
challenges they have supporting Android devices and it always has to do with fragmentation.
Each unique device introduces new configurations and each new configuration represents an
entirely unique customer experience.”

The upstart app stores
While the App Store and Google Play are the largest planets in the app universe, they are not
alone. The other three well-known brands are BlackBerry, Amazon.com and Microsoft.
Last fall BlackBerry began a big push to regain its prominence in the mobile phone market and
appealed to developers to help achieve that goal. The company offered a $10,000 revenue
guarantee to any app maker that sold at least $1,000 worth of apps in the rebranded BlackBerry
World store, and it indefinitely waived the $200 registration fee for submitting apps. The
company also redesigned its operating system this year in conjunction with the release of the
BlackBerry Z10 phone.
The rebranding campaign and developer incentives gave BlackBerry World a nice boost. The
company announced in mid-March that the store now houses more than 100,000 apps, up from
70,000 in January. App makers have an ongoing incentive to keep developing for BlackBerry’s
store -- a larger cut of revenue (80 percent) from each sale. Support for PayPal billing also may
appeal to some developers, and BlackBerry recently added keyword searches to the store and
made other changes to draw more attention to apps.
The Amazon Appstore celebrated its second anniversary in March by giving away free apps for
the day. The company has changed its approach to the app market significantly in that two
years, and the changes benefit developers.
Last year the company changed its pricing policy to steer 70 percent of the list price for each
app sale to developers. Their previous cut was 70 percent of the current sale price or 20 percent
of the list price, whichever was greater. Bringing the payouts in line with those for Apple’s App
Store and Google Play is an added incentive for app makers to include Amazon’s Appstore in
their business strategies.
Amazon’s digital retail expertise may make it an equally appealing marketplace for developers.
The mobile analytics firm Flurry said the Amazon Appstore is nearly on par with the Apple App
Store in generating revenue for developers. Amazon’s addition of an in-app purchasing service
to its offerings also has been a boon, with some app makers telling Amazon that their revenue
doubled as a result. And developers now have more control over when their products are
released and updated in the Appstore.
The Windows Phone Store (previously Windows Phone Marketplace) has a $99 registration fee,
a fact that developers should consider when contemplating whether to enter that space. But
Microsoft has upped to 100 the number of free apps that companies can submit without paying
another $19.99 per app, and Microsoft does not charge for submitting paid apps. The company
has relaxed its fees since opening the store in order to lure developers.
Windows Phone Store doubled in size last year, adding 75,000 new apps, and Microsoft said
earlier this year that the store now has more than 130,000 apps. The number of registered
developers spiked after the Windows 8 operating system was released last fall. Apps in the

Windows Phone Store are well-tested, and Microsoft has a reputation for featuring as many as
possible -- 400 of them in one month.
Yoko Nakagawa, the vice president of strategic alliances at the Smaato mobile advertising firm,
recommended that developers use analytics tools like Distimo, Flurry and Xyologic to see which
app stores perform best for them and where their target audiences shop. She also said searchengine optimization services like Appnique will help app makers pinpoint the keywords that
resonate in app stores, which will help improve discoverability.
Selling outside the mainstream
Developers who sell in one or more of the five branded stores will be in a great position to
maximize their profits, but they also may want to look beyond mainstream sales outlets to thirdparty stores like GetJar, F-Droid and SlideME. Digital Trends discussed the pros and cons of
third-party stores in a February article.
Curation is one of the benefits. Developers can pick the stores that filter apps based on quality,
target audience (including specific countries) or other factors. These stores also recommend
apps that might not make the cut at larger stores, where popularity typically matters the most.
Even better, third-party stores occasionally run promotions that showcase a free app of the day
or a discount on a premium app.
But before adding their products to third-party stores, app makers should weigh the risks. Digital
Trends said malware is the greatest concern: “The security policy on different Android app
stores will vary. Some will perform similar safety checks to Google; others won’t. If you are
going to take the risk, then consider installing one of the top Android security apps first.”
While some developers may like the idea of promotions within third-party stores, others may not
want to participate. They should avoid selling products in stores that mandate such promotions.
Other terms and conditions may be problematic, too. For instance, a store may lag in updating
apps or offer a developer portal that lacks transparency. And third-party stores may include
pirated apps or be plagued by poor user experience.
Amazon’s Appstore for Android ranks among the best third-party app stores. The mobile
marketing exchange Mobyaffiliates has a comprehensive list of them, and these insights from
Digital Trends and PCWorld explain the value of select stores:
●

●

GetJar, which is the second-most-popular store after the Apple App Store:
“Downloading apps from the online store is incredibly easy. Just plug your phone into
your computer, and the site will automatically detect what kind of phone you have; as a
result, you don't run the risk of downloading an app that won't work for your handset.”
SlideME: “SlideME offers the chance to target a wider international audience. Apps are
more likely to stand out because the choice is more refined. Developers can set prices
and choose to offer their apps for free. There is also a Slide ME ad network.”

●

●

●

●

F-Droid: “The very specific focus of F-Droid is free and open-source software Android
apps. ... You’ll find a big selection of free apps here, and they all promise no tracking, no
ads and no dependencies.”
Appoke: “The focus here is on social recommendations, and so there are Twitter and
Facebook tie-ins. You can also share opinions on apps and see what apps friends are
using easily. Most of the apps are free, and ... you can earn credits and use them to get
premium apps. You can also buy apps with PayPal.”
Handango (Pocketgear): “The merging of the stores put PocketGear/Handango in first
place as the largest cross-platform store, with a catalog of 140,000 paid and free apps.
Numerous app stores operate under the PocketGear umbrella. Joining the main
Handango.com site are a number of international versions of the store.”
MobiHand: “One feature that sets MobiHand apart from the other stores is that it sells
more than just apps. You can buy accessories (such as cases, USB cables and MicroSD
cards), as well as ringtones and themes for your phone. ... The site also runs a deal-ofthe-day feature tailored especially to your device.”

As they explore the abundant options for monetizing their apps, developers can consider stores
within two contexts -- general vs. specialized and curated vs. non-curated.
The Army Marketplace, which caters to “military personnel and potential military personnel,” is a
good example of a specialized store. Although developers theoretically might get their apps
before more military-minded consumers in a large, general market like the App Store or Google
Play, their products might resonate more if sold on a military-specific platform.
Curated stores likewise offer app makers another layer of market refinement. Apptentive cofounder and CEO Robi Ganguly said curated stores tend to be highly managed by their
proprietors. “Think Verizon and other carriers,” he said. “We see them trying to curate the apps
that are in their marketplaces more often.” Companies that are creating their own enterprise app
stores for employees bring a whole new level of curation, Ganguly added.
Seven types of monetization
Once a company pinpoints the best places to sell a new app, it must pick a business model.
Paid download or in-app bonus features? Advertisements or sponsorships? And what about
crowdfunding to build a following and lessen the financial risk? The “how” decisions are as
abundant as the “where” decisions.
Here’s a breakdown of seven existing or emerging monetization models:
Paid download
Developers want to make money, so the choice of whether to charge consumers upfront to
download an app may seem simple on its face. But mobile consumers are accustomed to
freebies. The technology research firm Gartner predicted that 40.1 billion of the 45.6 billion app
downloads in 2012, or 89 percent, would be free.

AppMuse CEO Mark Stetler explained why in a blog post last year. The fact that consumers can
download a half-dozen apps for less than a fancy cup of coffee never occurs to them when
browsing, he said. “What they do ask themselves when considering the purchase of a paid app
is, ‘Do I really need this?’ For free-to-download apps, on the other hand, that question never
even comes up.”
Consumers have little incentive to pay when so many apps are available for free. Often they can
find what they need without buying an app. Putting a price tag on an app can make it tougher to
acquire users, and consumers tend to rate paid apps more harshly than free apps if they find
flaws in the product.
That said, as the classic business model in the app realm, paid downloads are a model worth
considering. They assure developers income for every download -- and if consumers like an app,
they are more likely to recommend it to people they know and buy from the company again.
One way app makers can overcome the paid-versus-free dilemma is to entice consumers with
free apps and charge for upgrades with extra features or game levels.
Paid downloads work best for high-production apps, apps with barriers to entry and high-volume
apps. This includes games and apps for entertainment, productivity, navigation and news. Rovio
used the “freemium” model to great success with Angry Birds, sparking 648 million downloads in
2011 across three different branded games. GoodReader for iPad stayed in the top grossing list
for 12 months. Even when TomTom charged $86 for its GPS app, the company netted an
estimated $4.8 million in one quarter.
Salman Habib, Co-Founder of Tapgage, agrees with the importance of freemium apps.
"Developers need to get comfortable with the idea that freemium apps are the way to go.
Reducing the barriers to download and creating potential residual income from in app purchases
will lead to creating a sustainable app business."
In-app purchases (IAP)
When paid downloads aren’t the best model for new apps, developers can try another free
model – Free-to-Play (F2P) – give the app away but promote extra features like bonus game
levels/maps, experience points or recurring services within it. Thomas Sommer from AppLift
compares F2P and “Freemium” by saying, “The F2P model has since taken over the freemium
model by large, Angry Birds being the best example: although they managed to reach the top
free charts on several occasions, they haven't got anywhere close to the top grossing charts,
the latter being trusted by Candy Crush Saga and Hay Day.” Thomas mentioned that the Free
to Play and Freemium models are often mistaken for one another in common language.
The idea behind in-app purchases is to let consumers sample enough of the product to want
more. Developers can offer multiple upgrade options for each app and continually add buying
opportunities. Examples include the social network Facebook, the lifestyle app Epicurious and
the game Candy Crush Saga, which has successfully aced its cross platform strategy by

trusting top chart positions simultaneously on Facebook and mobile, according to the Inside
Network.
One developer who offered in-app purchases came away from the experience disillusioned. He
described five reasons not to adopt the strategy:
● It’s not easy to do well.
● The app maker may have to address problems with the bonus offerings.
● More user support and interaction may be required.
● Users can leave negative reviews even if they don’t buy anything inside the app.
● And some consumers see in-app purchases as upgrades that should be free.
But Flurry characterized in-app purchases as “the most prolific business model in the new era of
digital distribution.” The research firm iSuppli found that in-app purchases generated 39 percent
of app revenues in 2011 and predicted it will reach 64 percent by 2015. In the gaming world, inapp purchases are an ideal venue for reaching “super fans.”
“App stores should support in-app purchases as soon as possible,” Gartner research director
Brian Blau said after his firm concluded that free apps with internal sales opportunities will jump
from 5 percent of downloads in 2011 to 30 percent in 2016. “This offers a new path of
monetization and helps to attract developers as they attempt to extend an app’s momentum by
providing easy access to upgraded services and functionality.”
Tapgage Co-Founder Salman Habib somewhat disagrees saying, “You don't need a complex
in-app purchase model to make an app business, ads actually do a pretty good job for
beginners."
It is costly to develop, optimize and continuously update apps whose profitability depends upon
internal sales. Each store has different rules for IAP purchases, too. App makers who pursue
the IAP route will need loyal consumers to succeed. Developers will have to test the products
regularly to find the ideal prices and the perfect timing for new offerings. They also need to
realize that current in-app buyers are not big spenders.
The in-app strategy works best for apps with a steady content stream, apps that offer a service
to users, and mobile commerce apps. Examples include the social network Facebook, the
lifestyle app Epicurious and the game Bubble Witch Saga, which is making far more money as a
mobile app than on Facebook, according to King’s Mobile Guru Tommy Palm.
“In many ways, the in-app purchase strategy is highly aligned with changing nature of media as
a whole. We’re quickly moving from an ‘all you can eat’ programmed media subscription model
to an on-demand a la carte world. Consumers are in control and every app developer is
ultimately in the media business, tasked with creating an ongoing experience of recurring value.
The in-app purchase model can enable app publishers to embrace and capitalize on this trend
more quickly,” says Apptentive CEO Robi Ganguly.

Subscriptions
The third consumer-focused approach to monetizing apps is to charge weekly, monthly or
annual subscription fees. Using this technique, developers tease the app by granting free
access to limited content and then charge for full access. Subscriptions work best for mobile
commerce and for apps that regularly offer new content or offer a service to users.
The appeal from a revenue perspective is that subscription apps offer consistent value return.
They also have excellent potential. On the downside, development costs are high, and
consumers have not fully accepted subscriptions for content.
Media mogul Rupert Murdoch famously flopped when he launched The Daily, an iPad-only
subscription news app. He pulled the plug on the publication in less than two years. But
developers can learn a few lessons from The Daily’s demise, as Mathew Ingram noted in a post
for GigaOm last year: “Don’t ignore the Web, don’t make your content platform-specific (unless
it is unique), and don’t put a paywall around something no one has ever seen before.”
As is the case with in-app purchases, the price point and subscription length are key
considerations for developers. They also must have the resources to provide fresh content, and
it helps to have a loyal following, like The New York Times does, or to build free offers and
monthly trials into the business plan.
The Times’ mobile gains prove the potential of subscription apps. The publishing company had
668,000 digital subscribers overall as of last December. Wine Spectator’s WineRatings+, which
lets users search for wine scores, build personal wine lists and more, is another example of a
subscription app with broad appeal.
In-app ads
Developers who do not want to build their businesses around app consumers do have
alternatives. The most popular option is to build advertising space into a product and sell it to
brands whose products appeal to the app’s target audience.
Revenue is based on the number of user impressions, clicks or user actions the ads generate.
The more ads, clicks or required actions that occur inside the app, the more money developers
make. Smaato’s Nakagawa said 1 million downloads translates into potentially 30 million ad
impressions per month. She added that app makers should aim for a click-through rate of 0.5
percent or higher, and apps need to be used frequently and have long engagement periods to
maximize monthly ad impressions.
Laura Buchman, Vice President of Publisher Solutions for OpenX, said developers also need to
consider whether their apps share location data, device IDs or other user data, such as age and
gender. “If you think about how media is bought,” Buchman said, “it only makes sense that by
including variables that allow the ad server to know where a user is located or if they have
already been exposed to an ad is incredibly valuable. The more of this data the developer can
pass, the better performance they will see when it comes to monetization.”

Before adopting an in-app strategy, companies should consider whether ads match the overall
look and feel of their products lest they alienate users with a disruptive experience or
aesthetically displeasing appearance. But if the circumstances are right, current data shows that
in-app ads have solid revenue potential. "It's important to present ad offers in a way that's least
damaging to user retention, either by custom integration (if you manage your ads yourself), or
by integrating a third-party SDK that maximises retention through engaging formats such as rich
media ads,” says AppLift’s Thomas Sommer.
Jupiter Research expects in-app ad spending to jump from $2.4 billion last year to $7.1 billion by
2015. Strategy Analytics predicted last fall that advertising “will grow to the predominant
business model in the app ecosystem by 2017, reaching nearly $13 billion in revenue.”
Ads work best within apps that offer either large audiences or targeted user bases. For instance,
King.com offers advertisers access to more than 50 million U.S. and European consumers
through Bubble Witch Saga and more than 150 other games in 14 languages. The company’s
ad revenue increased tenfold in 2012.
In the entertainment world, the music app Pandora was home to 1.6 billion personalized radio
stations in 2012, an audience that earned the company $375 million in ad revenue in the fiscal
year that ended in January. Associated Press’ success with ad advertising, meanwhile, gave the
wire service enough leverage to hire away Mashable’s digital ad expert in order to take its inapp ad strategy to the next level.
Developers who are interested in exploring the ad market will need to open publisher’s accounts
with their preferred mobile ad networks. They also should consider whether ads will interrupt the
user experience of their apps and whether they can consistently generate the heavy app use
necessary to profit from ads. “If users use your app only a few times,” LifeStreet Media CEO
Mitchell Weisman wrote in a piece about monetizing apps, “ad supported probably doesn’t make
sense, as you’ll earn just pennies per user.”
Leveraging analytics and using A/B testing to gauge the stickiness of specific ads are key
elements of successful ad strategies. Developers also can drive users to their apps, and thus
the revenue-generating ads, with push notifications -- but they need to be careful not to push the
audience too often or they may push consumers away from the app entirely. Gamifying an app
by adding leaderboards, contests and virtual currency can drive user interest. And it’s a good
idea both to solicit feedback and act on it to make them happy.
Once developers choose advertising as the best revenue path, they still have decisions to make
-- namely which types of ads to allow. The possibilities:
●

Static banners are the most common type of in-app ad now, but Inman Breaux, an
executive at the AirPush mobile ad network, warned that “interaction with these ads is
notoriously low.” The ads also reduce available screen space within apps. On the other

hand, banners are easy to add in in-app purchases and offer a predictable income
stream. Developers also can shop around for the right networks.
●

Interstitial ads occupy the full screen with an image or video. They yield more
engagement than banner ads and give app makers an opportunity to reward consumers
with in-app currency or goods. Some third parties allow cross-promotion directly with
other app publishers. However, interstitials interrupt the app experience and demand
more time of users, and they can be difficult to match to the user base. Developers can
run ads when their apps launch -- technically a prestitial, or splash screen -- or use
analytics to identify the best display points within the experience.

●

Native ads, a term coined by Union Square Ventures co-founder Fred Wilson, are
“value-enhancing monetization opportunities. ... They’re what you would expect in the
service at exactly the time you would expect it.” Examples include product placement
and incorporating game characters into the advertising offer. “Native promises to
improve value for the advertiser and also turns mobile into a successful business
channel for app developers,” said Diana LaGattuta, vice president of marketing for the
marketing technology platform NativeX.

●

Location-based ads use satellite technology to get the attention of app users whenever
they are within the vicinity of advertisers’ physical stores. Advertisers on the locationbased service Foursquare, for example, offer digital coupons to app users. Such ads are
a valuable option both because they pitch relevant content and because mobile devices
are expected to deliver 88 percent of local online ads by 2016.

●

Rich media ads incorporate sophisticated graphics, animation and video. They improve
the experience by making it possible for users to interact with the ads, resulting in higher
conversion rates. “Brands can engage consumers in an unprecedented fashion, having
them touching, shaking, swiping and even blowing on the advertisement they see in front
of them,” the targeted ad company Clash Group said in a white paper. App makers will
need bigger budgets to develop for rich media placements, which also are difficult to
plan and execute across device types.

●

Text-based ads can reach consumers even when they’re not using an app by sending
push notifications. Data indicates that such prompts are effective -- but only if they don’t
become so intrusive that consumers delete the app.

The ability to target ads to specific audiences based on an app’s content may increase the
appeal of this monetization strategy. Developers can use networks like Google’s AdMob to
deliver ads based on traditional factors such as user location, but Apptentive’s Ganguly said
mobile ads also offer advertisers unique targeting options such as device type and mobile
carrier.

Through the Airpush mobile ad network’s HyperTarget technology, for instance, advertisers can
reach consumers based on the apps they have downloaded. The targeting profiles include
“Hardcore Gamers,” “Geeks,” “Mothers,” “Singles” and “Ready to Pay,” which encompasses
people who have a history of buying apps.
“One could guess that an iPhone buyer is more likely to spend on luxury goods or that a
customer of MetroPCS is more cost-conscious than an AT&T customer,” Ganguly said. “So
we're seeing some targeting based upon these details as well.”
Sponsorships
If the revenue potential of advertising is too limited for a specific app, developers may want to
consider another business model that bypasses consumers. They can recruit brands to sponsor
apps in exchange for featuring company logos, “Brought to you by” notes or other benefits
within the apps, as well as in related marketing materials.
This approach gives developers more control over screen space for their apps and the fees they
charge to occupy it than when they sell ads through mobile networks. Sponsorships also offer
guaranteed income for set amounts rather than being based on ad views or clicks, and the fees
can be larger. On the other hand, app makers have to find sponsors and integrate their
promotions into the apps, increasing the time they must dedicate to marketing.
“Sponsorships are great if you can get them,” Smaato’s Nakagawa said, “but it requires an
advertising sales force, so you have to weigh the return on investment of hiring a salesperson to
generate enough sponsorships.”
Sponsorships typically produce an upfront shot of income, so they aren’t ideal for developers
whose goal is to produce ongoing income. But raising money through sponsorships can help get
an app to launch, at which point the creator may be able to explore other revenue opportunities.
Sponsorships work best for apps that are built around an event or that have a local focus or a
narrow audience.
Crowdfunding
In the Internet era, developers don’t have to limit their fundraising efforts to corporate brands.
They also can raise money directly from individual investors, including consumers who see
profit potential in the apps or apps-in-the-making that they love.
App projects are a staple of “crowdfunding” platforms like Kickstarter and Indiegogo, which offer
rewards to donors that range from pre-orders of apps and promotional swag like t-shirts to VIP
benefits and public acknowledgments. The Dark Sky app, which predicts the short-term weather
where its users are at the time, is a recent example. It raised more than $39,000 in 2012 and
earned a mention in Kickstarter’s celebratory recap for the year. And App.net raised more than
$800,000 from 12,315 backers to create a developer-friendly alternative to Twitter.

Ironically, one of the biggest app crowdfunding successes to date is Lockitron, which unlocks
doors via smartphone. When Kickstarter rejected the idea as a forbidden home-improvement
project rather than a technological one, the developers built their own site to make the pitch.
They raised $500,000 in one day.
“Thousands of people saw our vision and voted with their wallets to reserve a Lockitron, blowing
past our initial goal in a matter of hours,” co-founder Cameron Robertson recalled at
TechCrunch. The experience inspired Robertson and partner Paul Gerhardt to launch
Selfstarter, an open-source starting point that developers and others can use to build their own
crowdfunding sites.
appbackr has created a crowdfunding mechanism specifically for developers that embraces the
concept of wholesale distribution for apps. The appbackr model is patterned after publishing
houses, which pay both advances based on expected sales and royalties based on actual sales,
and eBay wholesalers that purchase goods at a discount to resell at a profit.
“Developers are finally able to deal with a few large distributors that will buy their apps,”
MobileTrax’s J. Gerry Purdy wrote in this year’s edition of Mobile World Congress. “They will
receive a discounted price for that convenience or will enter into a relationship to share the
resulting sales in a fair manner, sometimes with a guarantee to the developer.
Appsplit, which launched last year, takes yet another approach to crowdfunding projects. It
empowers developers to raise funds for their apps, sell their source code or recruit the talent
they need to develop a concept into a marketable product. A March case study about the site
said it had more than 1,000 registered users and nearly 100 active fundraisers at the time.
Crowdfunding as a business model reduces the financial risks for developers. It also creates a
venue for getting early feedback from consumers, which in turn helps app makers gauge
interest in those ideas and generate publicity.
Pursuing this strategy generally will require significant marketing. App makers will need to offer
creative perks to entice donors and keep investors updated on the app’s progress. Developers
with large, existing networks for outreach will have the best success as investors are more likely
to pony up for shops that have created successful apps before.
The role of the user lifecycle in monetizing free apps
The best way to approach the challenge of monetizing free apps and is to place monetization
within the broader picture of the user lifecycle. The latter spans from the first time a user opens
your app to the last. In the meantime, there are a few metrics you need to keep a close eye on
in order to ace your monetization strategy.

Acquisition
You need to know how much revenue one user brings on average (ARPU - Average Revenue
Per User) in order to know how much you can spend per additional user. Ideally you will track
ARPU per acquisition channel: advertising channel, cross-promotional channel, free etc.
Retention and Engagement metrics
A retained user will return to your app day after day. An engaged user will open your app more
often and use it longer. It's important to monitor these variables as retained and engaged users
will be more likely to be monetized - either through in-app purchase items or by clicking on ad
offers. Also, a smaller churn rate among your users will increase the revenue you get out of
each of them, therefore lowering your overall acquisition costs and increasing your ROI.
Let's take a look at a few typical metrics:
● Retention
Day 1-7, 14, 28, 90 retention: Out of a group of users having opened your app for the
first time on Day 0, what percentage will open it at least once 1, 3, 7, 28, etc. days
afterwards? This metric shows the stickiness of your app and the likelihood of your users
to come back and use it. A good way to keep retention metrics up is to use push
notifications, however the most important element is the quality of your app, as well as
its user source and how well these users have been targeted. More generally,
communicate with your users at an early stage of app use. In middle stage (depending
on your app's genre and content, this could mean after 3, 7 or 30 days), make sure you
have an engaging core loop (or value proposition). In the late stage, feed your most
sticky users with new content which they can enjoy for free as a reward of their loyalty.
Daily Active Users (DAUs): The number of users who have opened your app at least
once during the day. If you take out the number of new users on the day, the change in
DAU's will give you an indication of your app's churn rate.
●

Engagement
Number of daily/weekly sessions per daily/weekly active users: This metric indicates
how compelled your users are to come back during the same day or week, while
the average session length will give you an idea of your users' engagement. Most
importantly, as these variables are quite different depending on your app's category, it is
their evolution over time which matters the most.

Virality
K-factor represents the average number of additional users each user introduces to the app. Kfactor is difficult to track for mobile apps but important because it can significantly reduce your
acquisition costs and therefore increase your ROI. A good way to increase your app's vitality is
to integrate it with social media channels such as Facebook and Twitter.
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Monetization
Your end goal the very reason you’re in the game. The success of your monetization strategy
will largely depend on your capacity to engage and retain users once you’ve acquired them.
Keys to successful monetization
To make money in the app marketplace, developers must think monetization from the start.
Those who know their apps, do market research, study their analytics for insights, and take
steps to retain users and develop trust are more likely to succeed than those who just build
apps and dump them into stores hoping they will be discovered.
“The absolute worst thing you can do is force a business model onto the app after the app is
complete,” PlacePlay CEO Ryan Morel wrote at Adobe.com. “Decide which model you are using
at the beginning, and then build your app accordingly.”
Ralph Ruckman, the CEO and co-founder of the mobile ad agency Revived Media, compiled a
list of questions that can help developers know their own apps. They range from the complex
(“What exactly IS my app?”) to the simple (“What apps similar to mine exist already?”). John
Manoogian III of the Twitter ad firm 140 Proof added questions of his own in a piece for

TechCrunch: “Is my app engaging enough for people to use it often? How willing are people to
pay an upfront fee for my app? How do competitors in my space monetize their apps, and how
successful are their strategies?”
Whether for apps themselves or in-app purchases, pricing is a key consideration. Apps need to
be maintained and upgraded in order to retain users, so developers should incorporate that
reality into their pricing models. But they also must pick pricing points that don’t send consumers
into sticker shock. Coming in second behind free, 99 cents is the most popular price, and only 6
percent of apps sell for more than $5.
The best price point may well be zero, especially when most Android and iOS users balk at
paying for apps. An Appsfire infographic of key 2012 statistics for Apple’s App Store revealed
that only 34 percent of apps cost money, down from 74 percent in 2008.
For developers who rely on ads or in-app purchases, the timing and placement of ads and
internal promotions are important concerns. They need to be integrated smoothly into the
experience so users want to engage with the revenue-generating content.
Tips include making in-app pitches at natural points in the experience, explaining what
consumers will get for their money, keeping ads to a minimum, and avoiding interruptions to
game play or app functionality. The mobile targeting platform Jumptap shared other insights in a
blog post that makes the case for rich media advertising within apps.
Because the app marketplace is constantly in flux, developers must be ready to adapt their
monetization strategies, and analytics will provide the information they need to do that
intelligently. App makers should invest in multiple analytics tools to gauge monetization success.
MobyAffiliates published a comprehensive list that describes various mobile analytics tools and
their features.
But changing strategies will be for naught if consumers come and go quickly. The vast majority
of consumers stop using apps within 30 days after downloading them; on the other hand those
who stay active spend more money -- or drive more traffic to the ads that generate revenue.
With those realities in mind, developers must plug the holes in the proverbial “leaky bucket” to
keep the attention of consumers and thus maximize profits.
The best way to keep customers, and in turn get them to spend more money, is to earn their
trust. Brands with loyal consumers gain the flexibility to explore new ways of making money
because their fans won’t be so quick to abandon them if annoyed. Instead, they will willingly
agree to test new approaches and offer feedback on them. Happy customers also share their
positive experiences in app stores -- word-of-mouth marketing that can lead to more downloads,
more purchases and ultimately a larger fan base.

